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Abstract 

The aIm of this project IS to design and construct a microcomputer based 

microcontroller programmer for 805) family. 

This is being achieved with the aid of firmware on the programmer and a 

mi~rocomputer based software. The software was developed using Visual Basic(VB), VB 

was chosen because it has graphics user interface(GUI) facilities, which made the project 

interactive with the User. On the other hand, the firmware on the programmer was developed 

using C-Ianguage. C-Ianguage was taking because it is structural based than BASIC language 

and assembling language. 

With this microcomputer based microcontroller programmer, the users can program 

their microcontroller chips with their codes and this will not only encourage Nigerians in 

designing a more effective and reliable automated system that can improve the economy but 
• 

also brings out the ingenuity of Nigerians in digital circuit design. This microcontroller 

programmer can only be used any microcontroller that has the same pins and programming 

configurations with the family, so avail yourself the opportunity this project has brought. 

V III 
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CHAPTER ONE 

1.0 Introduction 

Over a decade now, microcomputer have been within the reach of many people and 

its importance that we can all testify to cannot be over-emphasized. Is its importance in data 

processing at offices and homes or its communication importance, as it's being used in both 

internet and intranet data transfer is to mention, that is known to a number of pe.opJe or its 

industrial usefulness is to ague? Despite its numerous usefulness, few people bother to know 

what makes up a microcomputer and how they can use it to control external devices with the 

aid of software, running on the system. 

Microcomputer is made-up of hardware and software. The hardware are 

Microprocessor, Memory unit and InpulfOutput device unit [l ],[2]. The microprocessor is 

the heart of microcomputer; it functions like the central processing unit of any computer [1]. 

The memory unit handles the storing of program and data by the microprocessor while the 

input/output device unit aids the communication of microcomputer with external devices [2]. 

Knowing the microcomputer constituents, this project would use microcomputer in

conjunction with microcontroller programmer to program a microcontroUer chip. The 

programmer is connected to the microcomputer through one of its serial ports of inpulfoutput 

device unit and communicates with an aid of a microcomputer-based software developed 

using Visual Basic language. Whenever the microcomputer is to be used to program a chip, 

the software is invoked. The mode of data transmission is serial, via D9 RS232 cable. 

A programmer is a device used in programming memory chip that is to be used for a 

special purpose. The programmed chip may have to control other electronics components or 

devices with little or no human interference. When a chip is designed for this purposed, it is 

called controller which is the main ingredient of automation and the program running on the 

chip is called Finnware while the programmer is called controller programmer. 



The programmer of this project is microcontroller programmer for 8051 family that 

have 40-pin conliguration but it can also program any other chip that has the pins 

configuration as the 8051 family. 

The microcontroller programmer has two main modules; these are Power module and 

Chip module. The power module generated the power supply for the programmer while the 

chip module handled the programming of the microcontroller chip to be programmed. 

1.1 Aim and Objectives 

The aim of this project is to design and construct a microcomputer based 

microcontroller programmer for 8051 family and its derivatives. 

The objedives are as follow: 

1. To stimulate the industrial production of microcontroller programmer which will not 

only improve the economy of this country but also encourage the use of 

microcontroller. 

II. To stimulate the use of micro controller in automation, especially using 8051 family. 

iii. To produce a low cost programmer for the use of Nigerians, in order to stimulate 

their interest in using microcontroller. 

IV. Challenging Nigeria undergraduate to design a universal microcontroller 

programmer. 

1.2 Project Layout 

This project write-up contained five chapters; the chapter one comprised of the main 

introduction of the project, aim and objectives and project layout. Chapter two is literature 

; 
I 

review of microcomputer, microcontroller and interfacing. Chapter three is the project 

analysis, this review the theories employed in the course of executing and reason behind the 

choice of the materials used. Chapter four handled the construction, testing and 
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result/discussion of result while the chapter five which is the last chapter that cared for the 

conclusion, recommendation and references. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

Literature Review 

2.0 Microcomputer Review 

The advent of large-scale integrated circuit (LSI) ushered in the development or 

microprocessor and microprocessor based system, which in return have brought ad,'ance 

improvement to the digital circuit design tIl. Microprocessor is the Central Processing Unit 

(CPU) of a microcomputer or it is the central processing unit on-chip [1),[2]. 

Microcomputer consists of hardware and software, which are also subdivided into 

subgroups, for instance; the main hardware are microprocessor unit (MPU), memory unit 

and input/output device unit (1/0) f II, A typical block diagram of the connection of a 

microcomputer hardware is shown below: 

MPU 

Input/Output 
De\'ice Unit 

Memory 
Unit 

System Bus 

Figure2. I: Typical Diagram of A Microcomputer Hardware Connection 

The microprocessor unit performs both the arithmetic and logical operation and 

controls other devices because it contains both the Arithmetic\Logical Unit (ALU) and 

Control Unit like a CPU of any computer. The data and microprocessor's instructions reside 

in memory until required by the processor [1]. Most Input\Output devices look like 

memories to microprocessor because it can store to output device and read data from input 

devices, but the main difference between memory unit and input\output device is that 
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input\output device unit IS associated with external device m the outside world of the 

microcomputer. 

The System Bus connects the various components of a microcomputer, as shown in 

figure 2.1. A bus is a collection of wires on which electrical signals pass between 

components in the system. There are three major types of busses used by microcomputer: 

these are Address bus, Data bus and Control bus II ],12 1,l6 I· Data bus is used to shuffle data 

between the various components of a microcomputer. Address bus is used 10 locate the 

memory location or input\output device that the microprocessor is communicating with. The 

Control bus is an eclectic collection of signals that control how the processor communicates 

. 'with the rest of the system. The control bus handles the system clocking of the 

, microcomputer system. The system clock is an electrical signal on the control bus that 

alternates between '0' and ']' at a specific periodic rate (see figure 2.2). 

1 
a 

Time II-

Figure 2.2 A system clock wavefo-,m 

2.1 Interfacing 

One Clock 

Communication between microprocessor and other hardware takes place through one or 

more Interface. An interface converts data from a form acceptable to the sending device to a 

form that is also acceptable to the receiving device and adjusts for any speed difference of 

these devices 12],[41. The device from which the data is taken from is called Data Terminal 

Equipment (DTE) e.g. IBM PC, while where the data is to be used is called Data 

5 



Communication Equipment (DC E), this is usually a modem. The figure 3 shows the block 

diagram of the connection of the DTE to DCE. 

,--_D_T_E_--,I ~ Inkrface ~IL-__ D_C_E_--, 

Direction of signal flow 

The device that have the ability to transfer and recei\)e data can either be used as 

DTE or DCE, this includes microcomputers, programmers etc. 

Interfacing is beyond direct connection of the DTE and DCE; it also imolves using 

communication protocol and transmission mode. Communication protocol is a set of rules or 

conventions agreed by the devices involving in the exchanging of data, to ensure that data 

being exchanged are interpreted correctly [41. Software is often used to achieve this. 

Software are series of instructions (program) given to microprocessor for a specific purpose. 

) 

/ The mode of transmission of data is the form by which data are transmitted. The 
1 

I mode could either be parallel or serial transmission mode. The parallel mode im-olves 

I 
1, 

transmitting all bits in a word at the same time while serial transmission involves 

transmitting the bits of a word one at a lime (2J,l4]. Although, parallel transmission mode is 

the fastest but most costly mode to achieved. 

In microcomputer, parallel port uses parallel transmission mode while the serial ports 

and USB ports use the serial transmission mode. These modes employ three basic 

Jnput\Output methods by which- data are transmitted bet\veen the peripheral devices and 

memory ,location. These methods are Programmable input\output, Interrupt input\output and 

Direct Memory Access (DMA) methods (21. 

The programmable input\output method uses microprocessor directly to control data 

transfer and input\output operation. It uses command like PRINT, LPRINT, INPUT, OUT 

etc as in BASIC language and GET, PUT as in x86 assembly language. The interrupt 



input\output method allows microprocessor to carry on other activities while an input\output 

operation is taking place. 

2.2 Microcontroller Review . 
The using of a single chip in circuitry which simplified circuit design while adding 

tlexibility and additional functionality have been the driven force behind the development of 

microcontroller in the mid-1970s [S\JI01. The chip was designed basically as calculator 

based processor with small Random Access Memory (RAM), data memories and a handful 

of input\output ports like computers. 

The advancement of microelectronics in silicon technology development have made 

possible the development of more powerful microcontroller of 8-bit, 16-bit etc. In addition to 

their improved instruction sets, microcontrollers have on-chip counter\timers interrupt 

facilities and input\output handlings. Despite the improvement, the on-chip memory capacity 

was still small and not adequate for many applications. Although, there was on-chip 

·Ultraviolet Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory (UVEPROM), which simplified the 

product development time considerably and allow their use in low-volume application but 

there was still room for improvement. 

In view of the early produced microcontrollers' shortcoming, Intel introduced in the 

early 19!Ws a family of microcontrollers called 8051 family from thet!' MCS48 family [101. 

The 8051 family has all other properties of the early microcontroller and on-chip Electrical 

Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory (EEPROM) instead of the UVEPROM and 

more RAM (5), [10/. Since its introduction, it has been one of the most popularly used 

microcontroller and has been secondly sourced by many manufacturers, such as Atmel etc. 
w 

the 8051 family, currently have different version and greatly improved capabilities like on-

chip analogue to digital converters (ADC), considerably large size of ROM and RAM, pulse 

width modulation on outputs and flash memories that can be erased and reprogrammed 

electrically. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

Project Design and Analysis 

3.0 Introduction 

The special memory devices used in automation are programmed usmg special 

devices called Programmers. But, as the memory devices have different configuration and 

programming requirement so also, the programmers are not of the same configuration. 

Programmer is named after the device it used in programming e.g. EPROM programmer, 

microcontroller programmer etc. 

This chapter shall give exclusive description of the various components and modules 

used in the design of a microcomputer based 8051 family microcontroller programmer. 

Po\\er Unit 
s.()Y 12.0V s.nv 

Interface 

Figure 3.1 Block diagram of a microcomputer based l1licrocontroller Programmer 
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3.1 Power Unit 

Most electronics equipment and circuit need small amount of AC supply that is being 

transmitted from the power station. As the result, there is need for a device that can bring. 

down, i.e. step-down, the voltage supplied by the power station to an appreciable yallie that 

can be rectified by electronics components such as diodes, thyristor for electronics use. The 

device for this purpose is called Step-down Transformer. 

3.2 Step-down transformer 

I 
j A transformer has two terminals named pnmary and secondary terminals. The 

I primary terminal serves as the input while its secondary is the output terminal, as shown in 

figure 3.2 

Primar' 'windings seco dary windings 

Figure 3.2 A Transformer Schematic Diagram 

Vp and Np are the primary voltage and number of tlJrns at the primary windings. 

respectively. 

Vs and Ns are the secondary voltage and number of turns at the secondary windings 
- ~ . 

respectively. 

The vpltage at each terminal is proportional to the number of turns at terminal. 

i.e Vp ex:: Np :=:;. Vp= KpNp '" '" ...... '" '" .... (3. J) 

Also Vs ex:: Ns :=:;. Vs = KsNs ...................... (3.2) 

Assuming a lossless transformer 

:=:;. K.= Kp; dividing eqn2 by eqn I 

'. • • 
Ns 
Np ... '" ...... '" '" '" ..... (3.3) 



j 
1 

i 

I , , 
! 
) 

I 
I 

Ns 
N P IS called Turns ratio and it can also be called Transfer function of a lossless 

1~\' 

transformer TjJ 

when Ns < Np the transformer is called Step-down transformer 

when N~ > Np the transformer is called Step-up transformer 

this project used 220\18V step-down transformer 

Ns 
~ Np 

v\' 
= Vp = (18 -;- 220) vo1t\turn 

3.3 Rectification 

The conversion of an ac voltage into a de voltage by eliminating the negatiye half 

cycle'ofthe AC voltage is known as Rectification 17/ and the circuit used in achieving this is 

called Rectifier circuit. Semiconductor devices such as diodes are the main circuit 

components of a rectifier circuit. 

Although there are numerous rectifier circuits available but a Full waye bridge 

rectifier was used in this project, for its ability to produce approximate varying and(eference 

voltage. The rectifier circuit and its waveforms are shown in figure3.3. J and 3.3.2 

Figure 3.3. I A Rectilil-"f Circuit Diagram 

The output secondary voltage was an ac voltage Vs with its waveform sho\\TI in figure3.3.1 b 

Vs =VrnaxSinwt '" ........................ _ ............ (3.4) 

. where 

A\emge secondary \oJtage 
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VIII"" Maximum secondary "oltage 

From figure 3.3.1 a, the diode D I and D3 conduct during the positive half cycle of the 

ac while the D2 and D4 are OFF. During the conduction of diodes D I and D3, they act like a 

closed switch while the D2 and D4 act like an opened switch. In the negative half cycle, the 
! I 

diodes D2 and D4 conduct while the DJ and D3 are OFF. 

The ave~age output voltage of the rectifier circuit when D 1 and D3 or D2 and D4 conduct is 

given by: 

Where Vmax=.fi x Vs '" .. , .... , ... , ....... (3.5) 

=.fi x 17.5 =24.75V 

voltage dropped across the two diodes conducting during the half cycle 

Vd =O.6V 

Vdc == 0.636(24.75 - 0.6) = 0.636 x 24.IS 

== IS.37V 

A bridge rectilier (3N532) of 50V breakdown voltage was used in this project, in order to 

reduce the circuitry and improve the stability and reliabilit~, of the rectilier of this project. 

Also, its breakdown voltage is greater than the peak inverse peak (PIV), which has to twice 

the Ymax 

i.e. PIV==2x Vmax ...................... (3.6) 

=2 x 24.75 

=(49.75 <50)V 

3.4 Filtering or Smoothening 

There is need to improve the dc voltage of the rectilier circuit output, the circuit used 

! I in achieving this is called Filter circuit. The main function of a filter circuit is to minimize 

1 the fluctuating content in the rectifier output called Ripple 171· Ripple is the ac component 

:1 II 

I 
i 
t 



that is contained in the rectifier circuit output. This type of output is not useful for driving 

sophisticated electronic circuits or equipment like programmer because they need a yery 

steady dc power supply that approaches the smoothness of a battery's output 171. The block 

diagram of achieving a filtered dc power supply is shown in figure3.4 

Filter circuit 
Unfiltered DC filtered DC 

Figure3.4 A Filter block diagmm 

The output of the rectifier is passed through a filter circuit, which filters the ripple in 

the output to a very appreciable steady dc supply 

There are number of filter circuits such as Shunt capacitor, Choke input or LC and PI 

circuits f71 and PI circuit has been adjudged the best of all but this project used the Shunt 

capacitor circuit (figure3.4.2), because it is cheap and simple to construct. 

I4700UF,25V 

(a) Filter Circuit 

30.0 

26.3 

22.5 

§:: 18.8 
Il.\ 

~ 15.0 
..±:: 
0 

> 11.3 

7.5 

3.8 

0 

0 5.0m lO.Om 15.0m 20.Dm 25.0m 3D.Om 35.Dm 4O.om 

Time (S) 

(b) Filtered DC waveform 

Figure 3.4.2 
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1 , 

f 
! 
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The value of the capacitor used was obtained as follow: 

Q = CV ... '" ........ , ....... (3.7) 

Where Q charge across the capacitor 

c capacitance of the capacitor 

v = Vrmax 

Vlm"x maximum ripple voltage 

Also, Q =Ix T 

1= Imax 

---maximum current 

Imax == J2 x Is ...................... (3.8) 

--- A \erage Secondary output current = 500l11A 

T period of the supply 

.I 
T= ');< l ...................... (3.9) 

f Frequency of the ae supply = 50Hz 

Ix T=CV 

T> T 
C = ---v 

Vrmax =10% x (Vmax - Vd) (by standard) /61 ...................... (3.10) 

=> Vrmax =10% x 24.15=2.42V 

Imax == J2 x 0.5 = n.71 A 

T= .'2, :'ill == 0.0 Is 

1I.7/;· (UII 
C= 2.42 

::::: 2940 Ii f 

= 2.94E-3 f 
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by standard, the minimum tolerance value is 20% of the capacitance[61 of the evaluated 

i.e. 
120 

C = - x 2.94E-3 
100 

= 3.53E-3f 

= 3530}l f 

Xl 

But 3530 P f is not available in market and also, it has been proved that increasing the 

capacitance of a capacitorl6J,17 J: 

• Increases V de towards the maximum voltage V max 

• Reduces the magnitude of the ripple voltage 

• Reduces the time flow of current pulse through diodes 

• Increases the peak current in the diode 

In view of these, 4700 p f, 25V capacitor was used as the shunt capacitor. The circuit 

and the waveform are show in figure3.4.2 

3.5 Voltage Regulator 

The dc supply voltage changes with changes in load or input voltage, as a result of 

, this the dc power supply becomes unregulated power supply P/ but electronics devices like 

programmers need a steady dc power supply therefore, there is need to stabilize or regulate 

the power supply. A stabilized or regulated power supply can be obtained from the 

unregulated supply by using a Voltage Regulator circuit. 

A regulator circuit is an electronics circuit that is capable of providing a nearly 

constant de power supply eve~ when there are variations in load or input voltage 171. Thel'e 

are numerous regulator circuits but this project employed the used of Linear and S\,itching 

regulator circuits to obtain stable 5V and 12V, needed for programming. 

3.5.1 Linear Regulated cil"cuit 

In linear regulators, the transistor operates somewhere between saturation and cut-

off. There are two types of these regulators; these are Series and Shunt regulators [7}. Series 

14 



regulator was used in this project. The linear senes regulators are regulator integrated 

circuits(lC) that that have three terminal pinsI6}, where one of the pins serves as the input for 

the unregulated voltage(Pin I), centre pin(Pin 2) is the ground and the third pin(Pin3) sen'es 

as the output voltage terminal i.e. regulated voltage. The ICs have their output voltage fixed 

and they are of 78xx and 79xx series. The 78x.x series' output voltage are positive voltage 

whiie the 79xx series' outputs voltage are negative voltage. Also, the last t,,·o digits(xx) 

indicate the voltage that will be supplied by the regulator. 

A LM7805 was used to achieve the 5volts needed by the chips and the transceiYer 

buffer IC MAX232. Its block diagram and schematic diagram are sho\\·n in figure 3.5.1. 

LM7X()5 T 

GND 
(a) LM7805 mock diagram 

liN OUT1 
l 

(b) A LM7805 Schematic diagram 

Figure 3.5.I(a)A LM7805 and (b) LM7805 Schematic Diagram 

3.5.2 Switching Regulator 

In switching regulator s, the transistor operates like a switch i.e. it is either saturated 

or cut-olI They are of three basic types and they work'as their names imply, these are Step

up, step-down and inverting types. This project used step-up switching regulator circuit in 

generating the programming voltage i.e. 12V. 

In actualizing this, an adjustable voltage regulator LM317T was used in-conjunction 

with resistors to generate a 12V regulated voltage. The block diagram of the connection is 

shown in figure3.5.2a while the ~chematic is shown in figure3.5.2b 
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LM317T 

IN OUT 

Figure ~S21a} 1I11.:k diagram 

The relationship between the voltage generated and the resistors is given as 

VOU(= 1.25(1 + R2/R\ ...................... (3.11) 

By standard the value of Rt is 240 n r 6] or below it. A 220 n resistor was used 

be~ause the 240Q was not available in market. The value of resistor R2 was evaluated from 

eqn 1 as follow: 

Vout = 12V 

12 = 1.25(1 + Rzl220) 

R2 =220(1211.25 -1) 

=1892Q 

::::; 2kQ 

But, this ] 2V won't be generated until a 2N2222 transistor that is connected as 

shown in figure3.5.3 is switched ON. 

22 o ( .... hrn 

H2 

b""4ko hm 

~ 2N2222: 2 -----«Pin13 
~ 1 0 k~-'hnl 

Figure ~.5.~ A Switching Regulator Circuit 

2N2222 transistor is an NPN transistor and it is being used in the circuit as a logical 

's\\itch that its operation base on the signal it recei\'es from the PinD ofMytirnmare(RO[\1) 

When the logic signal of Pin 13 is '1', it \yilt make the transistor to be ON \\hieh \\ill then 

generate the programming voltage 12V. But, when the logic signal is '0', the transistor will 
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be OI:F and this will the output voltage Voul of the regulator to be 5V. When the transistor is 

OFF, the resistor Rt will be in parallel with the resistor R2 and their effecti\'e resistance in 

combination with resistor RI , generate the 5V. 

The value of the resistor RI was obtained as folio\\': 

Using (3.11) 

I.e. V OUI == 1.25(1 + R'/Rl) ~ ..................... (3.12) 

Where 

Vout =5V 

R1= 22()Q 

•• R'=220(5/I.25-1) 

= 220(4-1) 

=220 x 3 == 660Q 

where R2 == 2kQ 

. 
" (2E3/660)RI == 2E3 + Rt 

3.03Rt = 2E3 + Rt 

(3.03 -1)Rt == 2E3 

2.03Rt =2E3 

Rt = 2E3/2.03 

=985.2 ~lkn 
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For a practical transistor, the Vce can never be zero when the transistor switches ON 

rather it will add 0.6V to the output voltage Vout make it to be 12.6V l61.171. To avoid this 

and enhance accuracy and convenience, variable resistor of 4.SkQ was used as Rl while 

variable resistor of2.4kQ was put in place of RI . the variable resistor of R2 was lIsed to set 

the programming voltage while the Pin 13 logic signal was . I' and variable resistor of Rt 

was used to set the 5V needed by the chips when the logic signal was '0'. 

3.6 Surge Protection 

Capacitors were connected across voltage input of chips, as to protect ~ach chip 

against power surge. The mirlimum capacitance value of each capacitor used "as obtained as 

follqw; 

Recall, Q = CV 

Where Q charge across the capacitor 

c ...,.---- capacitance of the capacitor 

v --- input voltage (chip voltage) = 5V 

Also, Q =Ix T 

__ --"chip current = 20mA 

.T Time constant 

T= :2 x t 

For a 240V,50Hz supply , a surge of a fraction of period(say one-tenth) then the time 

constant becomes 

f Frequency of the ae supply =50Hz 

T= 2/ 50 x 10 = ] ms 

Ix T= CV 

f> T 
C= y-

IS 



20x\ f 
C= -S =4p 

With the minimum tolerance vv1ue of 20% of the capacitance of the evaluated 

i.e. 
120 ·c= - x 4 
100 

= 4.8 pf 

This means that the minimum capacitance of the capacitor required is 4.8 P f but 

lOp f was used in this project to enhance better performance. 

3.7 Fusing 

Protection of circuit components against over-current is an ingredient of good circuit 

d~ign and an attribute of a good Engineer. The designing of an electrical circuit in which if 

there is a fault in any section of the circuit, the nearest protective device(Fuse) is cut-ofT 

which makes other parts of the circuit safe and unaffected by the fault is called 

Discrimination. Effective discrimination can only be achieved, if the right protective 

device(fuse) is used. The current rating ofthis device must be twice or more than the current 

of the circuit but must less than the current rating of the connecting wire. 

A number of ways are used to attain a good discrimination, such as fusing factor, 

diversity factor etc. the fusing factor is often used in electronic circuit and this project wasn't 

an exception. Fusing factor is obtained as follow; 

Fusing factor = minimum fusing current ...................... (3.13) 

Circuit current rating 

The more closer is the fusing factor to unity the more protected is the circuit. The 

fusing factor of this project was obtained as follow; 

Circuit ~urrent rating =Imax =0.71 A 

. Current rating of the fuse used = 1 A 
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f 
• fusing factor = 0.71 

= 1.04 

3.8 Microcontroller Chips 
A microcontroller is a microcomputer on-chip. It has features of a typical 

microcomputer exception of not having the capacity to run more than one program. This 

program is stored on a memory integrated circuit called Erasable programmable Read Only 

Memory, ~'hich could either be Ultraviolet Erasable programmable Read Only Memory 

(UVEPROM) or Electrically Erasable programmable Read Only Memory (EEPROM). on 

the microcontrolJer chip itself before is being transferred on to the memory code. 

A typical microcontroller has of three main memories; these are ROM, RAM and 

program code memoryf5L181. The ROM stored the instruction sets (code) of the 

microvontroller which are in assembly language, the RAM is a series of registers used for 

moving data within the microcontroller, the number of the instruction sets detennines the 

number of the RAM capacity. Program memory code stored the code for execution. The 

capacity of the program memory code is determines by the number of the address lines. if 

the number of the address lines is n, the number of the program memory code is 2n. 

" There are a number of microcontroller families available \vith different instruction 

set, configuration and other features but all of them are used for controlling devices \\ hich is 

the brain of system automation. Out of this number of microcontrollers, this project shall 

used 8051 family to implement the designing and construction of a microcomputer based 

microcontroller 'programmer. This family is chosen because its members are easily to geL 

they have Universal Asynchronous/Synchronous Receiver and Transmitter (UART) feature 

incorporated that can be activated with a little codes, cheap and popularly used in industry_ 

the table below shown some of the 8051 family variant (5). 
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Table 3.1 Popular 8051-variants 

- - .. ---- - -- --- - - -- - ... 

I 
- - ---------- ---- -- --

RAM (bytes) Time .. s/Counter Interrupt Devices Flash (bytes) 

- ----. -----.-.---- - ---.-.-- --.--_._-- --_.--_ .. - -- -- ---- - ---.-.-.. - -_.-- ------.~------ - ---------------~--- ~--------------

80C5} 4KOTP 128 2 5 

f--~WC52 
- -------.--- ---.~-.---.---.-- ---------- --------------

8KOTP 256 3 6 
" 

87C51 4K UVEPROM 128 2 5 

87C52 8K UVEPROM 256 3 6 

89LV51 4K EEPROM 128 2 5 

89LV52 8K EEPROM 256 3 6 

89C51 4KEEPROM 128 2 5 

89C52 8KEEPROM 256 3 6 I 

89C1051 lKEEPROM 64 1 3 

89C2051 2KEEPROM 128 2 5 
." 

The microcontroller contains a number of different registers, part of which is the 

Special Function Registers (SFRs)[81. Most of the SFRs are used for special functions as 

their names implied. Part of the SFRs are the Ports (PO-P3), TMOD,TCON,SCON,PSW etc. 

but out of these TMOD,SCON,TCON, PCON and T2CON if available are used to activate 

the UART feature o[the microcontroller. The TCON and T2CON handles the timers, SCON 

handles the bit-mode of the serial communication and TMOD determines the timer mode. 

their respective table 15U8Ll91,1101, is shown below: 
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Bit 

7 

. - --- --- - "-- - _. 

6 

5 

4 

Symbol Position 

;:.1.[' 

I~I II Sf.tN'" 

Icr: '-,(,()I·I .' 

1;1:.': ·.'.,·.,il·!.:· 

II ')(;ON.1 

f~ I $1~·OHfJ 

Table 3.2 TCON Table 

Name Timer 

TFI I 

--"-

TRI I 

TFO () 

TRO 0 

Table 3.3 SCON Table 

hi N 

Name anI! Significance 

~:,'ri;-~ (",n ill' .. j,·\,n \. !~,." I:,hk· td"~1_ 

~:,:'rL111!(of! In, "j;. I-,n '1 ,~.".' l.)t,le- 1:";10.',,. 

11,1\ " 

r 'I, Ibk:·s Ihr:, rnIlIUprt):'!:"l~ ... l)f ,';I.lll1l11llllk\t1k'.l1 b.lturl.' ill r...tl)d,,~.i .md .:. In r·.~ uk ~" IIf J it ~~.r.t, t.-. : ... -1 III I. 
1f",,, 1\, \',11111"1[" .. ,1.:1;·,.11,,.., II Ih" r.!.~ .. j,'·."J ','11 'J.,L. t.1 '.IW~i i. il. III ~."'.,jc- 1. il sr·,,;- 1.1I1 •. ill:I·,',illl.,1 
t, .. , ,l,oII·i.lI,,-:I if ;1 ".~;.I ;,I"r' t.~\ WJS n.A r(""~'j,,,j In U·d·:· " <"'.11 ;1;.:.111·1 t.·· ". 

rn-lI:""s 5.}r!.11 r"·~"f,tI';n. :-,.:~ to" ~ ... nw.1I'c·"'. ",ut!I,' r.s-..':·fol~:~l. (;1".11' tr.' s.,I~: •• r;· 10:. ,j;-".1I'~:: r;~.'~r~~:il 

In IAi"I'.,; :,1101 .i.lh" "'h (bl:ll·*'lh:11·.·,'.1~, [i.",·ii.',1 In t·,( • ..,~ 1. i\ ',.1'.11 ,". 1.'1;;; i~, Ihi. ~I"I' t,Hlld ::." 
.. ,.·;,)j",.,.1 III MI),j, . .' '.!. HliH ;. 11,,1 us.".I. 

ll.n,n1~ kil".rruf·t lI,i'J. ~Il.o\' h.lf'.1w<1ff'; .. , lilt: ,·n--.l,!IIIh' !~·lIi t!n limJ ill r.1o:oJ" '.'. (,r :11 IIY·I"'!jilllilnq "1 lit', 
a1o'1' I,ll III Iii" ... tI~.r IW.ik,~. ;1 ,Wly :;',rU 'f.lIl,,"li~s~,n M1/~1 t.i, '.!I'-,.If;-,j t,,. lio .• n·.',.lf" 

H,:e.:·rl':· lIItO'[[ljf:~ rh.!. Sd l'1i' h:lrd·,'f.lfo'· .I'"~' '}!lJ ,Jlllk' ~tli hllillh~ Inl.k..;k· ii. L1( h :.II,'·.l'I thrl\l~\h III', 
"'-'1"1,11 time III til;, 1,1/.::<[ 11.".1":,, It. ;lfly ;, • .'rl:~ r'":;;.'f~I.''' !,'x'~'1 ,I :,'.; .. N-.I~.'. t.lusl t", '.'~-.lr;,,f I-,! ""rL~Jr.-

'.'!llel;;' ~··'.I". ~r·.Jl ,r''',.:lfy II", .,'·rl:llj.,,:fl iii' .1·,- ,1S f' .1I,x .. ~: 

SM() SM1 Mode 

,', " .-, 

1,1 

I) } 

., 

Descliptlon 

~.Ilill n'·'l!:,I.·, 

~-WIIM~I 

'LI~t Ul,RT 

y·IAt 1.1,,[(1 
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G~JE 

c'f 

Table3.4TMOD Table 

G3ling C'Q,nllol'II\r.'h-a11 'ioli'l. Tim~r.·GlJUnl'ir 1. is eon3Li'i-d only 
... h~ .. 'jN'j";; pin is hi'Jh an:! TR. coni rol p n i. ~"1. WMn 
di3fed, TioWff Jillf. 'linablafj ,,.hllltl""~ TR~ oonlrol billS 

ret. 

Timer 0r COLH"lISJr SeI'I2'c\o..:.Ir clt-::Uoid ~JI Timer I:.p~.:.lpn 
(input nom intern.l.ysl .. m clock',. S!11 rV( Crume, 
op;l,atiwn !lnput fiom r.. h1pul pin',. 

T ion., Opt" bit 

T IInet" 0 ccc.mtil.'tinle'l" s~l.ct bil 

Ti."" 0 Ml bit 

,LSB. 

Ml Mode b~ 1 

Ml 

o 

Tim~~1 SFR 

TeON 

1'_WD 

TLO 

TLI 

THO 

THI 

T2CON,11 

12'v100;11 

RCAP2l'lo 

R,:AP2H'" 

TL2!1', 

TH2,J, 

M') 

o 

f) 

, 

01,.01 alinll 1.1-:,<1<> 

I) 1 '!,·bil Tim., Mode. 
8-b~ Ti01","':::ouol .. , THz ... ilh Tl. JS r.-bit p'oi'$'.:>I." 

h:, .. bit Timi. Medii'. 
1';.bil Tim.,:CoUl~e,s THl< and Tl .. 910 rose.ded: \h?,,, is no pr;,sCQ\;;'. 

2 S-bil A~o RIok",d. 
II-bil ooto·relond Timsr'o;'unI<Or THx ftrJds n ".;)Iu" which is IV b~ 
,,,103d&d ink> TLx .. seh tim~ ~ Cl' .... rflow •. 

S~.I~ 'un .. , Mo~. 
,Tim .. , 01 TLO i. an S-tit Ti", .. , ';,:,unt .. r cont,oIlad t~' the st.1I'Id;)rd Ti,"~, 
o controi b~s, THO is "n 8-bitlimd' on'" cml,oll .. d \>oj Tim;;, 1 .xolrol tjl$, 

!Tim." 1:1 Tinwr'Gooot .... 1 SICF'P.;.J, 

Purpof"t.' .... ddr05'S-s Bit·Addf ... ~&~t~-, 

';::jjntrol MH Y~. 

1-1<0'1" e;,:'H 1'10 

Timer 0 I,,,,,,·-byl .. ~~:".H Ne, 

T,.,9r 1 klh-b~·t .. aSH Nc. 

Ti,,~, 0 high-b~1 ... 8CH No 

T i., or 1 high-byt~ e,DH No:> 

Tine( '1 emlrol CBH YI'!$ 

T i., 8. 2 M;:.de C9H Nc, 

Ti.,oBr 2 ICI,,·-b)ie C".:'ll'lur" CAH No 

Ti., .. , 2 h;'lh-bylt caplu,,, CBH No 

Ti.,9r 2 kll.-bo/l .. CCH No 

T imar 2 high tI~l. COH Nc, 

For serial communication, the Timer} is used, the TMOD is also set and the SMO 

and SM 1 are configured to the desired mode and the baud rate is obtained pQ,19 1.110 Ins 

follow: 

Mode O.baud rate = oscillatorfrequency!l2 ............................... (3.14) 

d b d SMOD '11 / ) Mo e2 au rate=2 XOSCI ator64 ............................... (3.15 

AI d b d SMOD· n / ( so, mo e 1,3 au rate = 2 x Tlmerl over ow rate 32 ..... , ..... 3.16) 

= 2SMOD
X oscillator frequency/(32 x 12x(256-THI» 
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but ifih~ baud rate is known then the THI reload value can be obtained as follow: , 

i.e. THI =:256 - 2SMODx oscillator frequency /(384 x baud rate) 

SMOD is the state of the SMOD of the PCON, w·hich could either be I or o. 

Although, the PCON is not addressable but if the SMOD, which is the bit7 is set the baud 

rate is double. 

This project made lIsed of two AT89C52s, one as ROM and the remaining ,,·as used 

10 test the programmer. The ROM is being used because the microcomputer communicates 

the programmer using serial transmission mode. So that with the aid of the firmware running 

) on the ROM, the chip can be programmed lIsing parallel transmission mode since 

microcontroller cannot be programmed through its serial port. The firmware was developed 

in C-Ianguage and compiled using SDDC compiler to microcontroller language i.e. assembly 

language. Although implementing a program using high level language consumes a lot of 

memory space compare to using assembly language but its readability, portability and 

maintainability in developing a complex project like this cannot be compromised to its size, 

this is the reason for chosen C-Ianguage. 

The baud rate at which the programmer is communicating with the microcomputer 

based program was ensured to be same and this was incorporated into the firmware. The 

serial mode of the ROM was configured as follow: 

Recall, THI = 256 - 2
SMOD

X oscillator frequency /(384 x baud rate) 

Oscillator frequency = 11059.20KHz 

Baud rate = 9.60KHz 

SMOD=O 

THi = 256 - 2° x 11059.2/(384 x 9.6) 

= 256- 3 

= 253 

=: 0 x FD (hexadecimal) 
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The serial mode was 1, that is SMI which is the bit 6 of the SCON ha\"e to be enable 

also the REN and the TI that are the bit4 and l,respectively are also enable because the 

programmer and microcomputer are using software handshaking. The yalue of the SCON 

was obtained as follow 

• To enable SM I that is the bit6 needs a value of 2
6 

=64 

• To enable REN that is bit4 needs a value of 24 = 16 

• To enable TI that is bitl needs a value of 21= 2 

Therefore, the value needs to configure the SCON =64 + 16 +2 

= 82 =Ox52(hexadecimal) 

, 
Also, TMOD was configured to activate the Timerl into 8-bit autoload mode that 

would reload the TH I with OxFD, whenever the timer overflows but this can only be 

implemented if the Timerl is activated and this done by enabling TRI, i.e. TRI = I. 

All this are implemented in the firmware as follow: 

SCON =Ox52; 

TM'OD = Ox20; 

THl=OxFD; 

. 
TR1=\ ; 

The algorithms used for programming the microcontroller chipsf8],[9],f101, IS as 

follow: 

• Power-up sequence: 

• Apply power between vce and GND pins and set RST and XT AL I to GND 

• Set pin RST to 'H' and set pin P3.2 to 'H' 

• Apply the appropriate combination of 'H' or 'L' logic levels to pins P3.3, P3.4, P3.), 

P3.7 to select one of the programming operations shown in the PEROM 

Programming Modes table. 
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To Program and Verify the Array: 

• Apply data for Code byte at location OOOOH to PI. 0 to P 1. 7. 

• Raise. RST to programming voltage( 12V) to enable programming. 

• Pulse P3.2 once to program a byte in the PEROM array or the lock bits. The byte-

write cycle is self-timed and typically takes 1.2 ms. 

• To verify the programmed data, lower RST from 12V to logic 'H' leyel and set pins 

P3.3 to P3.7 to the appropriate levels. Output data can be read at the port PI pins. 

. • To program a byte at the next address location, pulse XTALl pin once to advance the 

internal address counter. Apply new data to the port PI pins. 

• Repeat steps 5 through 8, changing data and advancing the address counter for the 

entire program memory(8kbyte) array or until the end of the object file is reached. 

• Power-ofT sequence: set XTALI to 'L' set RSTto 'L' 

• Program Verify: If the I~ck bits have not been programmed code data can be read 

back via the data lines for verification: 

• Reset the internal address counter to OOOOH by bringing RST from 'L' to 'H'. 

• Apply the appropriate control signals for Read Code data and read the output data at 

the port PI pins. 

• Pulse pin XT AL 1 once to advance the internal address counter. 

~ Read the next code data byte at the port PI pins. 

• Repeat steps 3 and 4 until the entire array is read. 

Flash Programming Modes: 

• The internal FLASH address counter is reset to OOOOH on the rising edge of RST and 

is advanced by a positive pulse at XTALl pin. 

• Chip Erase requires a lO-ms PROG pulse. 

• P3.1 is pulled Low during programming to indicate RDY/BSY. 
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Table 3.5 Programming mode 

",(;oje RST llmr ALE:~ ~'''''pp P2.1!1 P2.7 PJ.c. P3.;-

'\'''''it+ \:.zl~ DBI.) H l H 1.?\,' L H H H 

'-.r . 
Ae.ad CodE< Coata H l H H L L H H 

WliteLcck BI·1 H L H12'.' H H H H 
'-.r 

BI·2 H L H·12V H H L L 
'-.r 

121·;3 H L H12'i H l H L 
'-.r 

Chip EJaS6 H L 
~jl' H;12V H l l L 

• Read ~<;nalUre Byt~ H l H H L L L l 

• Chip Erase: The entire PEROM array and the Lock Bits are erased electrically by 

using the proper combination of control signals and by holding P3.2 low for 10 ms. 

The code array is written with all "I "s in the Chip Erase operation and must be 

executed before any nonblank memory byte can be re-programmed. 

3.9 Microcomputer\Interface . 

Interfacing is all about using computer with external devices or human, via protocol. 

Protocol is a set of rules or convention agreed upon by computer and the devices for 

communicating, this is to ensure that data exchanged are interpreted correctly. 

Microcomputer communicates with the external devices through its Input/Output 
, 

device units. Although, the Input/Output device units are seeing as memory but the designer 

always designated some location for this units, so that any device connected to any of the 

units can be used to control the operation of the microcomputer or the device, i.e. 

interfacing, by system Engineer. These designated location are referred to as Input\OutpU! 

units but they are generally called Ports and these ports are classified to USB, Parallel and 

Serial ports(see below for their diagrams), 

5 1 
\Q0QQO} 
\(GOfJOj 

9 6 Serial port 

13 
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Figure 3.6 Microcomputer Ports 

14 Parallel port 
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As the microprocessor coordinates whatever goes on In the microcomputer. it 

determines what happens at the ports through the a bus called System bus, "ia the protocol. 

A bus is a collection of wires on which electrical signals pass between components in the 

system. The system bus comprises of three buses, these are Data bus, Address bus and 

Control bus. 

The data bus is used by microprocessor to shuffie data between various memory 

locations. The size of this bus varies from one microprocessor to another. The size is 

determined from the number of lines(bits) on the bus and this is also used to name the 

processor ego Eight lines processor is called 8-bil microprocessor ,sixty-four lines is called 

Pentium 

The address bus is used by microprocessor to locate the destination of the data. The 

. number of address line determines the size of the maximum memory location that the 

microprocessor can access. If number of the address lines is n, the maximum memory 

locations the processor can only access is 2n bytes locations, see the table belm\' for better 

understanding. 
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Table 3.7 Some Common Microprocessors 

Microprocessor Data Bus Size Address Bus Maximum memory In computer 

Size Capacity Language 

8088 8 20 1,048,576 I Mbytes 

8086 16 20 1,048,576 1 Mbyte 

80188 8 20 1,048,576 1 Mbytes 

80186 16 20 1,048,576 1 Mbytes 

80286 16 24 16,777,216 16Mbytes 

80486 32 32 4,294,976,296 4 Gbytes 

80586IPentium(PRO) 64 32 4,294,976,296 4Gbyte 

M = 2"20 

G=,21\30 

The control bus is used by the microprocessor to control the data on the data bus. The 

two common lines to all microprocessor on the data bus, are Read and Write signal lines. 

The Read line ,makes the microprocessor to receive data on the data bus from a specific 

memory location while the Write line makes the microprocessor to write data on the data bus 

to memory location on the address bus. Other lines on the control bus are Interrupt, Status 

lines etc, but with a good understanding of how to use them, they can be used to control 

cpnnected external devices to the ports. 

If a parallel port, i.e. parallel mode of transmission, is to be used to communicate 

with external device, all the three buses that make up the system bus are incorporated 

directly in the protocol because all the pins connected to these buses are made visible at the 

port and this makes the circuitry of the external device complex. But, if serial POli, i. e. serial 

mode of data transmission is to be used, what are needed to be done are to identify the four 

memory locations allotted for serial ports(COMl - COM4), number of the communicating 
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bits and the baud rate. All these are to be incorporated in the protocol while the address bus 
• 

and control bus can be implemented externally, by using counters, decoders and part of the 

serial port pins to trigger them. 

This project used serial transmission mode and the protocol was developed using 

Visual Basic programming language. The serial transmission mode was used, so that the 

program can be run on any windows operating system without creating any Dynamic Link 

library (DLL), as the case using Visual Basic program over the parallel port on some 

windows operating system. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Construction, Testing and Result 

4.1 Construction 

,A number of construction methods are available but this project employed Top

Down design method, which involves breaking down the project design into modules or 

units for easy construction, testing and troubleshooting the circuit, in case of any fault. 

The Top-down design method made this project to be divided into two main parts; 

these are hardware and software parts. The hardware was made into power unit, chip and 

communication modules. 

4.1.1 Hardware Modules 

Power Module: this handles the generation of 18V voltage supply, its rectification, 

filtration and regulation to the required programming voltage. 

A transformer of voltage rating 220/18V ac was the first component installed and its 

secondary terminal wires (output I8V) were connected to the bridge rectifier, as sho\Vn in 

figure3.3.Ia. This was done to convert the ac supply to dc supply. 

The filtration of the ripple contained in the output of the rectifier circuit was done by 
• 

connecting an electrolytic capacitor across the output of the rectifier circuit, as shown in 

figure3.4.2. 

The output voltage of the capacitor was used to feed the adjustable regulator 

LM317T to obtain the programming voltage for the chip. This was achieved with the aid of 

an NPN transistor, 2N2222 that served as a switch for switching between 12V and 5V, as 

required by the chip. The switching of the transistor is base on the logic signal it recei\'es 

from Pin13 of the myfirmware (ROM), where the logic signal '1' means 12V and logic 

signal '0' means 5V, as illustrated under the switching regulator. 

Also, the output of the capacitor was used to feed a fixed regulator LM7805, which 

maintained 5V at its output terminal. The 5V generated would power the chips and the 
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transceiver buffer IC, MAX232. Finally the circuit was protected with 1 A fuse on the live 

line of the transformer to the rectifier diode. 

Chip Module: this module comprises the MAX232, ROM chip that controls the 

programming of the chip to be programmed and 40-pin socket IC, where the chip to be 

programmed would be inserted. 

Communication Module: this is the last module of the hardware modules and it 

handles the exchanging of dat~ between the microcomputer and programmer. This project 

was designed in a such away that microcomputer communicates with the ROM of the 

programmer using serial mode of transmission via the buffer IC MAX232 while the ROM 

communicates with the chip to be programmed by parallel mode of transmission. The serial 

mode was achieved by set the baud rate of both the microcomputer and ROM equal 

(ll.0592MHz) and other properties with the aid of the programs running on ROM chip and 

microcomputer. The programs were able to communicate with the devices through the help 

of an RS232 (DB9) cable, which connected the micro controller programmer and 

microcomputer. 

Although, the RS232 cable and microcomputer serial port have nine pins each but, 

this project made use of three pins; transmitting (TD), Receiving (RD), Ground (GND) pins. 

The transmitting (TO) pin of the microcomputer is connected to receiving (Rx) pin of the 

ROM chip while its transmitting (Tx) is connected to the receiving (RO)pin of 

microcomputer, so that devices can be able to transmit and r..eceive. The pin configuration is 

shown in the table below: 
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Table 4.1 Pin configuration table 

The pin function Microcomputer pins Microcontroller pins 

Receiving pin 2 10 

Transmitting pin 3 11 

Ground pin 5 20 

4.1.2 Software Module 

This module handles the programming of the chip, which is the combined effort of 

the firmware running on the ROM called "myfirmware"(see appendix B) and another one 

running on the microcomputer called "mycode"(see appendix e). The firmware was \\Titten . 

in e-language, e-Ianguage was used because it is structural based language unlike the 

Assembly . language that is object-based language. the program was compiled by using 

soee, which is one of the available freeware for 8051 e-complier. On the other hand, the 

microcomputer b~ed program i.e. mycode, was developed using Visual Basic, a user 

interactive program. The Visual Basic was chosen because of its Graphic User 

Interface(GUI) that makes it user interactive program. 

4.1.3 Components Layout 

Before the active construction, the power unit module was simulated, using MuItism 

while the software was also simulated, using the appropriate simulators. 

During the active construction, the following steps were carried out while 

constructing the hardware: 

The circuit was first built on a Breadboard before final design was done on the Vero 

board; this made circuit modification and fault location easy. 
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The connection of the circuit components was 'mapped out on a piece of paper, in 

order to minimize space and number of the connecting wires to be used. 

The circuit was built in module to enhance easy identification components and each 

out~ut of the modules was compared with the simulated result before proceeding to the next 

one. Adequate heat sinks were used for the regulators. 

All the ICs were mounted on IC sockets that have been soldered to the Vero board, to 

ease replacement of the faulty or bad one in future. 

Digital multimeter was used to check the continuity of the connecting wires and components 

where necessary. 

The digital multimeter was also used to measure the voltage, current and resistance 

where necessary. 

Alloyed lead was used and the soldering was carefully done. Razor blade was used to 

expose the copper surface before soldering was done. 

The baud rate of both th~ microcomputer based program and the firmware were the 

same. 

4.1.4 Construction Tools Used 

During the modeling and construction, the following tools were used: 

Microcomputer: This was used in designing and simulating the hardware and software. 

Breadboard: The prototype was built on it 

Ver<?board: The circuit was built on it, permanently. 

Connecting Wires: These were used for connecting the components. 

Digjtal Multimeter: This was used to test the continuity of the lines, to measure voltage, 

current and resistance of various components in the circuit during construction. 

Suction Tube: This was used to suck the desoldered leads away from unwanted areas. 

Razor blade/cutting pliers: the razor was used to expose the copper surface while the pliers 

were used to cut the connecting wires and components' legs. 
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Screw Drivers: They were used to tie the screw that tied the circuit board and transformer to 

the stands in the casing. 

Soldering iron (60W): this was used to melt the lead during soldering and desoldering. 

4.1.5 Construction Diagram 

The circuit diagram and its components are given in appendix A. 

4.2 Testing 

After the completion of the construction of the microcontroller programmer, the 

following tests were done: 

The continuity of the connecting wires and components used was tested using rnultimeter. 

The voltage at each module was measured using multimeter. The 5V and 12V were 

checked when none of the chips was inserted by applying 5V and OV, respectively at pin13 

or the ROM and measured the voltage at pin31 of socket of the chip that will be 

programmed. The result is shown in table 4.2. 

The circuit was tested with the software by programming a chip that automatically 

switched ON a LED when there was darkness and OFF when there was light. The program 

code, wriHen in assembly language is given below while its circuit diagram is shown in 

appendix A as circuit 2. 

Org 0000 

as: jnb p2.0,ay 

clr pO.O 

sJmp as 

ay: setb pO.O 

sJmp as 

end 
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4~3 Result\Discussion of result 

Every module of the programmer worked well, even the transistor that 

~erved as a switch between 12V and 5V, as its switching operation is shown in 

the table below; 

Table 4.2 Transistor switching operation 

I Voltage at Pin 13 of Voltage at Pin31 of Remark, base on the transistor operation 

the ROM chip(V) the target chip (V) i.e. its switching operation 

0 12 OFF 

5 5 ON 

The programmer was able to program the test chip with the above codes. 

The result obtained from the programming a microcontroller chip that controlled the lighting 

of a bulb, shows that the microcontroller programmer can be used to program any 

microcontroller of 8051 family or chip that have the same pins configuration with the 8051 

family. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

Conclusion And Recommendation 

5.1 Conclusion 

The design and construction of a microcomputer based microcontroller programmer 

was successfully done. 

The automatic lighting of the LED is an evidence that micro controller is an important 

ingredient in system automation. 

It can also be deduced from this project that industrial production of this 

microcomputer based microcontrolJer programmer will not only improve the economy of 

Nigeria but also aids the usage of microcontroller in automation in this country of ours. 

5.2 Recommendation 

In view of the experience gained in the course of executing this project, the following 

recommend~tion are made: 

• This project should be modified to suite the programming of Attiny and other 

pins configuration. 

• Special attention should be given to the programming voltage of the chip to 

be programmed because different microcontrollers have different 

programming voltage so, the R2 and Rt should be used to set the required 

programming voltage 

• Zener diode should not be used across the output of the adjustable regulator, 

so that the device can be used to program any microcontroller of the same 

pins configuration of different programming voltage by simply adjusting R2 

• The program to be burnt on the chip should be simulated before ifs being 

burnt onto the chip. 
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Appendix B 

#include <at89x51.h> 

#include<stdio.h> 

#define xon Oxll 

#define xoff Oxl3 

int i; 

unsigned char ACCU,temp,blank,chip, VPP; 

char command; 

unsigned int address,chksum; 

#define LM3l7 P3_S 

#define prog P2_7 

#define Vpp P3_3 

#define rdy·P3_2 

#define xtal P3_l 

#define p26 P3_ 4 

#define p27 P3_5 

#define p36 P3_6 

#define p37 P3_7 

#define p10 Pl_O 

#define p11 Pl_l 

#define p12 pe2 

#define pl3 Pl_3 

#define p14 PC 4 

lmsO 

{int i;for(i< 130;i++)} 

delay(irlt n) {int i;for(i=O;i<n;i++) ImsC);} 

10usO {char i; fur(i=O;i<20;i++)} 

delay200usO{char i;for(i=O;i<20;i++ )lOus;} 

pulseprogO{prog ,=-0; delay200usO ;prog= 1 ;delay2 OOus} 
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readO{unsigned int i;if (command=='r'){chksum=O;Vpp=1;prog=1;p26=1;p27=1;p36=1;p37=1; 

for(i=O;i<count) 

main() 

1 i=O;counl=O; 

SCON=Ox52;1/H-hit UART mode 

TMOD=Ox20;lltimcrl modc 2 autore1oad 

THl=Oxfd/19600 N 81 

TRl=l//run timer I 

gctchar(); writcO;rcauO;} 
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Appendix C 

MYCODE 

Private Sub cmdRead_ClickO 

Dim s As String 

Dim count As Integer 

Dialog. ShowOpen 

s = Dialog.FileNau}e 

Progl.Max = Len(s) 

MSCom111 I.Output = s 

'With Progl 

. Visihle = Tme 

Yalue'" l'rogl.Max Mod \(J 

End With 

End Sub 

Private Sub FonnJ,oadO 

MSCo111ml.Scttings = "9600,n,R, I" 

MSCom1111.PortOpen 0= True 

MSC om 111 I. Output = I 3 

If MSComl1l1 . Output = 10 Then 

cmdwrite. Visible'" True 

cmdRcad.Visible 0= Tmc 

Else 

l.abell.Caption'" "Try to connect:COMl " 

End If 

Private Sub Fonn _ Unload(Cancel As Integer) 

MSC 0111 111 I.Port0ptln '" False 

I':nd Sub 

'Private Suh MSCo111m 1_ OnCommO 

))0 While (MSComml.Co11111l1:vent = comEv\{eccin:) 

msd = msd & MS(\\I1\111 I. Input 
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With Progl 

. Visible'" Tmc 

.Value == Progl.Max Mod 10 

End With 

Loop 

Prog I. Visible == False 

End Sub 

Private Sub cmdRead_ClickO 

Dim s, msd As String 

Dim count As Integer 

Dialog.DialogTitle == "Reading Hex file" 

Dialog. Filter == "Hex files (*.hex),*.hex" 

Dialog. ShowSave 

Dialog. FileName =="" 

s == Dialog.FileName 

Open s For Binary Access Write As msd 

Progl . Max == MSComml .InBufferSize 

msd = MSCommUnput 

End Sub 
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